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ABSTRACT

Since starting of economic open door policy in the year 1978 China execute economic program which manifestly have yielded change by significance in the field of economic. And this induce at opening of returning commerce to external world. Matter becoming the reason of writer to check is: existence of China in Asia Pasific area of merged into APEC. And than how China position its commerce in face of emulation of the commerce with economic policy of its open door and also how China can position its commerce in APEC with policy it?
As for intention of this research is to know implementation from of economic policy China open door, economic strategy of China in the effort positioning its commerce in APEC, and also to know done effort by China in improving its commercial sector. While or benefit usefulness of this research theorytically to add International Relation science, specially concerning and economies. And practically, this research good for other party which analyzing international problem related to this topic of research.
Method which used in this research is analytical descriptive research method with aim to depict economic policy of China open door in its, and also to depict growth from the policy implementation, related to China commerce position in APEC in emulation with other APEC state systematically to be checked and search its answer. Analytical descriptive is to explain or occurrence description or problem which actual.
Result of from this research is. Related to its membership in APEC with existence of emulation commerce between APEC member state which is on this present moment progressively mount economic policy of China in APEC aimed at effort location of its commerce position in APEC. To be able to position its commerce in APEC, China do extension market that is by doing its production goods market ekspantion with economic policy open door as especial base. With the policy of China have earned to position its commerce in APEC, by becoming biggest electronic good exporting state to APEC after Japan. From done effort by China in face of emulation commerce in APEC that is by doing its production goods market ekspantion, have yielded many advantage to China, that is China market compartment in commerce in APEC have mounted settledly and nominally export China to APEC even also mount. Besides opening done market by China have made China important role in global economic chess and also regional.
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